PRESS RELEASE

Biznet Holds Seminar at SMK 5 Surakarta;
Building The Nation’s Smart and Creative Young Generations with
Internet
Solo, 9 April 2016 – Biznet Solo Branch today holds a special seminar at SMK 5 Surakarta themed
“Building The Nation’s Smart and Creative Young Generations with Internet.” 50 participants that include
student and teacher representatives from from SMK 5 Surakarta attended the special seminar. The event
was started at 09:00 WIB at the school hall of SMK 5 Surakarta, and ended at 12:30 WIB.
Biznet Solo Branch conducted the seminar in order to share knowledge about the importance of Internet
technology for the people of Indonesia, especially for all students of Vocational Schools and also all
young generations in general, in developing their creativity to support the growth of Indonesia. Moreover,
Biznet Solo team also shared information about the rapid growth of Internet technology that has become
one of the main utilities for most people in Indonesia, especially those who live in big cities.
“Biznet continues to expand our coverage to be able to reach more areas in Indonesia, so we could
provide the best Internet connection for everyone. By having our service available in Solo, we hope that
we are able to provide the best Internet service for the people in Solo, especially the young generations,
to expand their creativity for a better future,” said Adi Kusma, President Director of Biznet Networks.
The Seminar was attended by a representative from Biznet Solo Branch, Mr. Harry Nugroho, Branch
Supervisor of Biznet Solo, who shared information about the growth of Internet technology as well as
about Biznet, which is now in the process of expanding its coverage to areas throughout Java, Bali and
Sumatra. Moreover, Biznet also invited one of the most well-known Bloggers in Solo, Mr. Dhanang
Sukmana Adi, who shard his knowledge about Web development and also several tips on how to become
a Blogger.
The Agenda of Biznet Seminar at SMK 5
- Welcoming speech from Mr. Harry Nugroho, Branch Supervisor of Biznet Branch Solo
- Welcoming speech from Mr. Suratno, S.Pd, M.Pd, the Headmaster of SMK 5 Surakarta
- Presentation from Mr. Harry Nugroho on the development of Internet and networking technology
- Presentation from Mr. Dhanang Sukmana Adi on Web development and tips on how to become a
Blogger
About Biznet
Biznet is a company that focuses on telecommunication and multimedia business with commitment to
build modern infrastructure to reduce Indonesia's digital gap with other developed countries. Biznet has
been operating thousands of KM state of the art Fiber Optic Network and the largest data center in
Indonesia. For more information about the company, please visit www.biznetnetworks.com.
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For more information please contact:
Mutiara Lubis
Marketing Executive – Biznet Branch Solo
Phone : +62-899-777-1086
E-mail : mutiara_lubis@biznetnetworks.com
Dona Asmaul
SMK 5 Surakarta
Phone : +61-856-4206-2634
E-mail : info@smk5solo.net
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